





Hugo von Hofmannstahl and his universe　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　The Austrian poet von Hofmannstahl（1874-1929）is reputed to have been a poetic 
genius. However, he wrote poems only for a short time in his teens. Renowned poets 
and critics at that time were surprised by his works, which were published under the 
pseudonym Loris because schoolboys were not allowed to publish under their own 
names. Certain critics who imagined the author to be an aged poet with a vast 
experience of life and literature were surprised to find that he was a young boy in 
Vienna. Without a doubt, he had a great background and awareness of his 
surroundings, which represented European culture from ancient Greece to the end of 
the 19th century. The city of Vienna played a great rolel in his cultural and literary 
life; as the capital of the Austrian Empire and an important city in central Europe the 
city had an enormous cultural diversity. The young poet easily and almost 
unconsciously absorbed the heritage of the declining old empire. What was remarkable 
was this receptive attitude toward the world around him, which imbued him with an 
extraordinarily productive talent. This kind of talent allowed him to change his way of 
life. He was not only a genuine, earthly person, but also seemed to be from another 
world, such as a dream or a work of fiction. A German critic once called him a master 
of swift metamorphosis. The reality around him, which provided him with a basic 
understanding of the diversity of life, was of great importance to him. He could be 
called a great master of balance among diverse realities. 
　“The book of friends,” written and edited by him, depicts the diversity of life and 
culture in the universe.  This paper presents an interpretation of this book in order to 







































































































































































































































































































9　 Huo von Hofmannstahl: Terzinen über Vergänglichkeit Gedichte und kleine Dramen 


















































































































11  Hugo von Hofmannstahl: Manche freilich, Gedichte und kleine Dramen Frankfurt am 
Main1970 S.22
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